
Neo 1930Z is a versatile moving head powered by 19 x 4-in-1 30W LEDs that 
sports a linear zoom that goes from 3o to 50o. The fixture stands out due to its 
ultra-compact & lightweight design. Designed to fulfill Lighting designer's colour 
reproduction needs, NEO 1930Z is equipped with high efficiency quad-colour 
LEDs delivering a completely uniform colour mix after 2 meters. Besides the high-
lighted design and versatility, the fixture has linear color temperature adjustment 
from 3200K to 7200K and sports 3 independently controllable LEDs rings.

neo 1930z

Ultra-compact design

With a design that highlights for its compactness, NEO 1930Z only 

weights 7.2 Kg, half of the weight of similar fixtures.  Designed to 

make touring easier, its compact body allows the user to install it and 

operate it with one hand only. 

Long life & best performance

Neo 1930Z incorporates an exclusive heath dissipation system to 

maintain the operational temperature as low as possible. Thanks to that 

technology the fixture not only guarantees the longest LED lifespan but 

ensures that the colour reproduction remains ideal through its lifetime.  
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Source & Optics
Light Source: 19 4-in-1 RGBW 30W LEDs
LEDs life: 50,000 hours
Beam angle: 3° to 50°

Photometric data
3o beam angle: 11,500 lux @ 5m (16 ft.)
50o beam angle: 908 lux @ 5m (16 ft.)

Physical
DMX Connectors: 2 XLR-3 connectors 
Power supply connectors: PowerCON® In/Out
LCD display
Dimensions: 344x250x445 mm. / 13.5x9.8x17.5 in.
Weight: 12 Kg. / 26.4 Lbs.

Movement
Pan: 540°-630o / Tilt: 240°

Effects and functions
LED Ring control
Linear color temperature adjustment: 
3200K-7200K
Optimal color mixing distance: <2m
Dimmer: 0-100% (16-bit)
Strobe effect: 1-25Hz, synchronized & pulse 
effect
Quad-color LED technology: Smooth 
RGBW mix with no multi colored shadows
Vivid, saturated and uniform colors
10 built-in programs

Control
DMX Channels: 22/22/38
Indicated temperature for base, arm & lamp
IC backup communication
Software update via DMX
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